It is proved that statements (a)-(c) are equivalent, (a) Structural (Í2-) stability conjecture, (b) If diffeomorphisms/and g are both structurally (Ü-) stable, then so is /X g. (c) If a diffeomorphism / is structurally (S2-) stable, then every diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of/X/"1 has only hyperbolic periodic points.
1. Introduction and statement of Theorem. Let M be a compact smooth manifold without boundary and Diff X(M) the space of C1 diffeomorphisms on M with the uniform Cx topology. /£ Diff X(M) is called structurally (resp. Ü-) stable if there exists a neighborhood % of / in Diff'(M) such that for any g£%, there is a homeomorphism h:M -» M (resp. «: fi(/) -» fi(g)) with gh = hf on M (resp. on ß(/)), where ß(/) denotes the nonwandering set off.
The characterization of these stabilities is one of the basic problems in the theory of differentiable dynamical systems, and, on this subject, there are the well-known "stability conjectures".
Structural
Stability Conjecture [6] . f E Diff X(M) is structurally stable if and only if/satisfies Axiom A and the Strong transversality condition.
-Stability Conjecture [5, 13] . / G Diff '( M) is ñ-stable if and only if / satisfies Axiom A and No cycle property. For definitions, see above references and [4] . The sufficiency of Axiom A and the Strong transversality condition (resp. No cycle property) for structure (resp. ß-) stability has been proved [9, 11, 13] . Concerning the converses, in case of dim M -2, they have been solved affirmatively [1, 12] . But for M with dim M 3= 3, they are still open. In this paper, we will show that these conjectures are equivalent to the following natural questions, respectively. "Suppose /, g £ Diff'(M) are both structurally (resp. Ü-) stable. Then is fX g: M X M -> M X M structurally (resp. Í2-) stable, where fX g(x, y) -(f(x), g(y))
for (x, y) E M X A/?" For a precise statement of our result, we need a certain class of C1 diffeomorphisms. We define (b) ///, g £ Diff X(M) are both structurally (resp. ß-) stable, then so is f X g.
Let Per(/) denote the set of all periodic points of / £ Diff X(M). Since p E Per(/) is hyperbolic for/ £ F(M), we can define A ¡if) = closure {p E Per(/): stable dimension of p -/} for all integers 0 < i < dim M, where stable dimension means the dimension of the stable subspace of TpM corresponding to the hyperbolicity of Tfn(p): TpM -* TpM (tt(p) denotes the period of p). The class F(M) is closely related to the stabilities of diffeomorphisms [1, 3, 8, 12] , and the essence of the proof of our Theorem is the following basic property of F(M) proved by Mané [2] .
Lemma A. LetfEF(M) and 0 < . < dim M. There exist constants c > 0, 0 < X < 1, and the unique Tf-invariant continuous splitting
for allp E A ¡(f) and nonnegative integer «, where £/(/)/>> E¡'(f)q denote fibers over p,qEA¡(f).
In [7] Pliss proved the finiteness of the sinks and the sources for f E F(M), namely Lemma B. Let f E F(M). A0(/) and Adim M(f) are finite sets.
Note that by the theorem of Kupka and Smale (cf. [10] ), it can be seen that if /is ß-stable, then/£F(Af).
2. Proof of Theorem. We prove only the case of "ß-stability". A similar argument gives the " structural stability" case.
(a) =» (b). Suppose /, g E Diff X(M) are both ß-stable. From (a), / and g satisfy Axiom A and No cycle property. Then / X g also satisfies Axiom A and No cycle property. We shall prove this fact in the next section. (If No cycle property is replaced by Strong transversality condition, then the proof is almost trivial.) From the ß-stability theorem [13] ,/ X g is ß-stable.
(b) ^(c). If / is ß-stable, then so is /"'. From (b), /X/"1 is ß-stable. As is mentioned above, ß-stability of fXf~x E Diff X(M X M) implies /X/"1 £ F(M X M).
Before proceeding to the proof of (c) => (a), we need some basic properties of the product of diffeomorphisms in F(M).
Let g, « £ F(M) andgXhE F(M X M). Clearly, , and this is a hyperbolic set [2] . Moreover, from Lemma B, A0(/) and AdimM(f) are both finite sets and, consequently, they are hyperbolic sets. Thus, we have only to show that iff is ß-stable, then A,(/) is a hyperbolic set for all 0 < i < dim Af. In what follows, let « = dim M and we fix an ß-stable diffeomorphism/and an integer 0 < i < n. (5), for any (x, y) E A ¡(f) X A ¡(f), (7) m(f*ß-%,» = E,'(f)x X E?(f)y, En"(fXf~%¡y) = E?(f)x X Ef(f)y.
Since/ £ F(M), we have/"1 £ F(M). Clearly for aUO « i < «,
Since any riemannian metric on M X M is equivalent to a natural product of that on M, there is a constant d > 0 such that, for any (x, y) E An(fX f~x),
H7(/X/-I)m|Jr-/(/)xX£,"(/),||>ii-||7r|£/(/)J|, ||7(/X/-')"",|/í,"(/)xX7í/(/),||^íi-||7(/-'r|Jrr;(/),ll.
Putting (p, q) = (x, fm(x)) in (6) for x E A¡(f), we have from (7) and (8), cXm > d2 ■ \\Tfm | E,'(f)x\\ ■ \\Tfm | Ef(f)x\\ = d2 ■ \\Tfm I E°(f)x\\2. This is a contradiction because Tx ¥^ T2. D
